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I hereby make the following recommendations for consid-
eration and action by the General Court for the ensuing
year:

At intervals of fifty years, the Department having over-
sight of the prisons has recommended the erection of a new
State Prison. While, of course, we have uppermost in mind
the humane side of this question and believe that a new and
up-to-date prison building would be of inestimable assistance
in the working out of progressive ideas of penology, we be-
lieve that the economic side of the question is one which
cannot be ignored. It is getting to the point now where the
present State Prison is an unduly expensive one to maintain.
In the first place, ground worth $700,000 is being occupied
when a tract of land twenty times as large in a more suitable
part of the State could be purchased for $25,000. Other
features which contribute to the expense of maintaining the
present structure are the inability to unload and store coal;
the absence of facilities for congregate feeding, which causes
a large increase in the expense for food; the absence of pro-
visions for electrically lighting the shops, which curtails the
output; the absence of adequate storing facilities, which
results in the expenditure of labor in carrying raw materials
and finished products about the prison; antiquated condition
of the whole structure, requiring frequent repairs; expendi-
ture of considerable labor for cleaning the institution at
frequent intervals; and the generally inefficient and expen-
sive arrangement of the industrial plant. Not only would a
new building result in an immediate diminution of the ex-
pense of maintaining it, but, if properly designed and erected,

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF
CORRECTION.

1. New State Prison
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would increase the net return from our industries through a
reduction of the overhead expense.

This Department believes that there has been a gathering
of public opinion during the last year or two on this ques-
tion, and that an expenditure sufficient to warrant an up-to-
date building would be generally approved by the citizens.
The great object of prison discipline to-day is to reform or
rehabilitate the individual. This can best be done through
productive labor, with modern appliances, an efficient school
system and ample ground for well-regulated outdoor exercise
and recreation. None of these things can be properly carried
out in the present structure.

Of the several alternatives which have been suggested, the
Department of Correction recommends, as the one plan
which in the long run will be satisfactory, the erection of a
new institution on land situated 25 miles or more from Bos-
ton, and a bill for that purpose is herewith appended.

2. Legislation to increase the Efficiency of Prison
Lair

One of the chief problems of the institutions under the con-
trol of this Department is to provide proper and remunera-
tive employment for prisoners. The time has long gone by
when the advisability of keeping prisoners employed is
seriously controverted. One of the worst indictments which
can be made against a penal institution to-day is the fact
that its inmates are idle. The kind of employment to pro-
vide for inmates, however, and the difficult problem of secur-
ing efficiency of labor is a real one. First of all, the work
should be such as to teach the inmate a trade, if possible.
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including aluminum ware, clothing, underwear, brushes,
furniture, needle trades, etc., are respectable trades to follow
on the outside.

The second requirement is met by the adoption of the
State-use system, whereby the State supplies its institutions
with products for their own use. Both employers and em-
ployees on the outside have recognized that this was a right
which the State had to supply its own market. This is a
large and growing market and one which can well keep our
prisons busy in supplying.

The third requirement, however, is complicated by the fact
that prison labor is naturally inefficient. Imagine an ordi-
nary industrial concern which could not pick and choose its
own employees; which could not discharge an incompetent
employee; wdiich required the labor of its operatives without
any return in the shape of payment or recognition thereof;
and which had as its operatives only those individuals who
had been unable or unwilling to support themselves in a law-
abiding fashion in the community. All these difficulties are
present in the usual penal institution. It is doubtful if in the
face of these obstacles our prison industries can ever be made
so efficient as to return an income over and above the cost of
maintaining the prison. This, however, has been done in a
few of the States of this country, notably Minnesota and
Michigan. Industrial conditions and the keener competition
of free labor in this Commonwealth make it doubtful if
methods employed in those States could be used with success
here.

There is no question, however, but that with a change in
the handling of prison labor so that it will more nearly
resemble normal industrial conditions outside, there would be
a very considerable increase in the receipts from prison labor
and a consequent decrease in the expense of running our
prison

It is frankly admitted that we do -not maintain our prisons
solely to make money from prison labor. Our first concern
should be the protection of the public from antisocial persons;
and our second and equally important concern should be to
do everything possible to reform and rehabilitate those per-
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sons who by misfortune or design have become enemies of
society. It is felt, however, that our industries could be
made more efficient without sacrificing either of these prin-
ciples, but, on the contrary, a logical and efficient industrial
system would greatly assist in the effort to reform and re-
deem the inmates of our prisons. No man can be expected
to take an interest in work when he knows that his three
meals and lodging are assured to him whether he works
faithfully or whether he loafs on the job. The State spends
$ll,OOO annually in gratuities to men on their release from
prison, realizing that having confined a man for a considerable
period, it cannot turn him out into the world with nothing.
The State gives to a man in prison, free of charge, his board
and lodging, tobacco, entertainments and the opportunity
for an education. In a way, then, the State is already pay-
ing wages to prisoners in the form of these gratuities, but is
doing it in such an illogical and inconsequential way that the
most inefficient or unambitious laborer in our prisons re-
ceives as much as the conscientious and faithful one.

A wage or token system introduced into a prison ought to
operate in the same way as it would on the outside. Let the
prisoner understand that his privileges and the amount of
money he will have to spend on his release from prison will
depend upon the amount of work he performs inside. Not
only will the production thus be increased, but a wholesome
lesson in thrift and independence will be taught to our penal
population. Upon the adoption of some such system, the
custom of giving gratuities should be discontinued. Nearly
half the States of this Union to-day in some form or other
pay something to prisoners for their labor, and it is almost
the invariable testimony of officials in those States that pro-
duction has increased on the introduction of some such
system.

This State had already set a precedent in 1911, when under
the Uniform Desertion Act the payment of 50 cents a day
was authorized to the families of men sent to prison for the
crime of nonsupport.

One of the largest shoe manufacturers in the country, after
a recent survey of the prison shoe shop, strongly recom-
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mended the adoption of a wage system from the business
point of view. The bill proposed and submitted herewith is
a conservative one, but in the opinion of this Department
will do much to increase the revenue from prison industries,
will cost the State practically nothing, and will be of material
assistance to the Department in its effort to reform the men
placed in its charge.

Every attempt is made to have the working conditions of
the prison industries safe in their operation. Periodical
inspections have been made by the Department of Labor
and Industries and the Department of Public Safety, and all
modern safety devices installed. It is inevitable, as is the
case in industry outside, that an occasional accident will
occur. It is distinctly unfair in such cases to send a prisoner
out to fight the battle of life in a worse condition physically
than when he came in. A system of compensation for in-
dustrial accidents in prisons can only partially compensate
for a physical disability, but some attempt should be made
along this line. A draft of a bill covering the above-noted
recommendations is herewith submitted.

Legislation relative to Duties of Agents of the
Department of Correction

Many years ago, when the only method of release from
prison was by discharge, the important thing was to have
agents appointed to render such aid to discharged men as
was essential to give them a new start in life. Later, when
the practice of release upon parole developed, it was neces-
sary to appoint agents to exercise a degree of supervision
over men released on permit with conditions attached, in
order to see that such conditions were properly lived up to.
A confusion has arisen by reason of the fact that both of
these classes of employees are called agents. Section 4 of
chapter 27 of the General Laws, which was an attempt by
the committee on the consolidation of the statutes to put
into one section all the various progressive enactments with
regard to the appointment of agents, has served only to
further confuse the matter. There is no reason why there
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should be a statutory limit upon positions of this kind when
similar positions in other departments have the salary fixed
by the Supervisor in accordance with the provisions of
chapter .30 of the General Laws. As a matter of fact, the
present salary limit of $2,000 for many of the agents in this
Department is entirely inadequate for their positions. Other
officials of the State and county doing similar work are paid
salaries ranging from $2,400 to $3,000; whereas these men
who are not only probation officers but police officers are
by law limited to a salary of $2,000. I recommend that this
limit be taken off and that the whole matter of salaries be
left in the hands of the Department, subject to the approval
of the Supervisor of Administration, and that section 4 of
chapter 27 be redrafted, and a bill to this effect is submitted
herewith.

4. Legislation to extend the Duties of Certain
Special State Police Officers

Section 127 of chapter 127, General Laws, authorizes the
designation by the Governor of certain agents and employees
of the Department of Correction as special State police
officers. Under the terms of this section, as construed in a
recent ruling of the Attorney-General, persons so appointed
have not the authority to arrest inmates, who have escaped
from our institutions, on warrants for their arrest issued by
the court. It is desirable from the point of view of economy
and efficiency and the prompt return of escaped prisoners
that our agents and employees should have the right to
serve not only warrants issued by the Department, but also
warrants issued by the court for the escape of inmates. A
bill to provide for this amendment is appended.

5. Inspection of Police Stations, etc.

The Department of Public Health, through the District
Health Officers, is charged with the duty of examining police
stations, lockups, jails, houses of correction, prisons and re-
formatories, with a view to ascertaining their sanitary con-
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dition. Owing to the press of other business, it has been
impossible for that department to perform this function in
the last few years. None of the institutions in the Depart-
ment of Correction has been so visited during the last three
years, and we are informed that such is also the case with
county and city institutions. Occasional complaints are
made to this office as to the condition of local lockups, but
beyond drawing it to the attention of the Department of
Public Health, this Department is powerless to make any
improvement. It is obvious that some department should
be charged with the active duty of inspecting all such places
of detention. Many of the people detained in these lockups
and police stations are innocent of the crime charged. While
we are anxious to bring about humane and modern treat-
ment of the convicted criminal, we should not overlook the
fact that a tremendous amount of harm may be done to the
innocent person on account of an enforced detention under
unhealthy or improper surroundings. In order to assist the
Department of Public Health in making these inspections, it
is proposed in the accompanying draft of a bill to charge
the Commissioner of Public Safety, who has at his disposal
the State Police Patrol and other employees who could be
utilized for this purpose, with the duty of inspecting and
reporting to the Department of Public Health all unsatisfac-
tory conditions, but to leave with the Department of Public
Health the determination of standards and the adoption
of rules in such matters. This Department understands
that both the Department of Public Health and the Depart-
ment of Public Safety are agreeable to this amendment in
the law.

6. Amendment to the Law relative to the Commit-
ment of Defective Delinquents

The suggestion is made by some of the judges that the
dockets to be kept as a record of the commitment of de-
fective delinquents should be kept by the clerk of court in-
stead of by individual justices. The Department concurs
in this recommendation, and a bill to amend the law to this
effect is submitted.
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7. Pensions foe Prison Officers.
There have been so many separate pension acts applying

some to one institution and some to another as to result in
a certain inequality of operation among the employees.
The law now provides for the pensioning of any employee of
three of our five institutions. There appears no good reason
why this same privilege should not be extended to any
employee of any of our five institutions, and a redraft of
the present section covering pensions for prison employees is
herewith presented.

8. State Psychiatrist.

In many of our smaller county institutions the low popu-
lation makes the expense of securing the services of a high-
class psychiatrist prohibitive. The Department recommends
the appointment of a State psychiatrist who shall be on call
and who may render services to any of the jails or houses of
correction that desire a person skilled in diagnosing mental
defect. Such an official could also gather valuable statistics
in regard to the relation of mental defect to crime and raise
the general standards of the psychiatrical service in the whole
Commonwealth.

It has heretofore been customary for the physician con-
nected with the Massachusetts Reformatory to do a large
part of the work of psychiatrical research. In the event of
the appointment of a State psychiatrist, that work could
be done by the new official, in which event part of the salary
of the resident physician at the reformatory would be saved.
A bill to cover this recommendation is appended.

9. Investigation relative to the Criminal Law.
At the time of the establishment of the State Prison, over a

century ago, it was considered to be a place for the detention
of persons committing more serious crimes, and our Constitu-
tion provided that no person could be committed thereto
except by jury trial. We are getting away from the theory
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that certain persons can be labeled “felons” because they
have been committed to one institution, and that they are
less infamous if committed to certain other institution;
The statutes defining punishment for crime, however, still
attempt to recognize that the character of the crime is deter-
mined by the institution to which the offender is sentenced.
The result has been to bring about a great confusion as to
what constitutes a felony and what a misdemeanor. In other
words, a man is sent to prison because he has committed an
infamous crime, and his crime is infamous because of the fact
that it is punishable by imprisonment in the State Prison.

Since certain laws were passed governing commitments to
the State Prison, other institutions have been taken over by
the State, and certain special laws have been passed with
reference to commitments to each institution which do not
apply to other penal institutions in the State. For example,
with regard to the State Prison, it is provided that where a
man is sentenced on two cases his sentence shall be treated
as one, and his parole shall be figured on the aggregate of
both sentences. This same rule does not apply to the county
institutions and to county parole. The question of parole
of persons sentenced on two or more cases, whether those
sentences run from and after or concurrently, is one about
which there is great confusion and uncertainty. A further
question as to whether a man’s sentence ends on his release
from prison or on his release from parole is one on which
there is a contrary opinion.

While it is a problem of great difficulty, this Department
feels that a commission composed of persons who are familiar
with the workings of our criminal law and its difficulties
might be able to make certain recommendations which would
codify and clarify these secti
more clearly define the righ
the administration of the

ns of our criminal law and thus
s of criminals and make easier
law respecting sentences and

paroles. It is therefore suggested, in the accompanying re-
solve, that a commission be appointed by the Governor to
investigate and report the possibilities along these lines


